DATE: February 22nd

OFFICERS: CHAIRMEN – TRINI MENDOZA VICE CHAIR – RICHARD POTTS
TREASURER – BRAD FELKNER SECRETARY – TIM DUNN

INTRODUCTIONS: 16 PRESENT WITH ONE JUVINILE, GET EM YOUNG.

SALUTE TO THE FLAG: Ed Wasp

NEW BUSSINESS: 1. Trini Mendoza noted, Green Code book changes must be addressed by chapter.

2. Brad Felker noted V.O.C. requirements from EPA. How are jurisdictions handling this new requirement?

3. Richard Potts noted recycled waste requirements. Are Cities complying and if so how?

4. Tim Dunn noted, we need a power point on green plumbing and mechanical requirements.

He would provide a PowerPoint.

5. Tim noted Smoke Guard for smoke control systems are interested in a March meeting, waiting on their reply. Smoke Control is Mechanical subject but in Building Code.

Brad Felker gave treasurer report.

Announcements: PHCC conference in Long Beach March 5th

Rick Mueller with key line sales can give sizing class for tank less water heaters for upcoming class.

Vote taken: Tim Dunn voted in as Secretary, Trini Mendoza Chairmen, Richard Potts Vice Chairmen, Brad Felker Treasurer.
Presenter: Jong Symeonides from Tolco, gave a seismic presentation for plumbing and mechanical. A well presented power point with graphic illustrations.

Why do we brace
Seismic bracing basics for suspended piping
Components of a seismic brace
Types of bracing
Code interpretations per ibc
Basic seismic brace load calculations from ASCE 7-05 chapter 13
12-inch rule
Component consideration
Q and A  Jong bought the whole chapter a desert, what a great company!